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Some Linguistic Evidence for Early Cultural Exchange
between China and India
Zhu Qingzhi

*mZ

Sichuan University, Chengdu, China

The cultural exchange between ancient China and India is one of the most important
areas in Asian Studies. About this topic, everyone knows well the so-called "Buddhist
conquest of China "11] or "Indianized China "[2] which, according to the Chinese tradition,
started around the beginning of our era. Then what about before the Buddhist conquest?
Was there any contact between China and India before Buddhism officially came?
Unfortunately, both Chinese and Indian historical works fail to provide us any definite
evidence, and archeologists cannot yet find enough materials to give us a relatively clear
picture about this issue. Even so, is there anybody who believes that the coming of
Buddhism was just the beginning of the exchange between these two cuhures? No,
absolutely not. It is not only because these two countries are so close in geography (they
are close neighbors now, but even in ancient times, they were not far from each other).
Furthermore, long before our era, the people of China and India had the material
conditions necessary to come into contact mutually.
Let us look at the great Shang-Zhou lffj.mJ civilization, which occurred in China during
the period 1500-1000 BCE, and the great contemporaneous Vedic civilization in India.
Both were among the highly developed cultures of the world. During the 6th century
BCE,
the birth of Confucius, the founder of Confucianism, took place in China and that of
,
S3kyamun~ the founder ofBuddhis~ took place in India. Let us also look at what we find
in Central Asia, or Serindia, where thousands of Indo-European immigrants lived 4;000
years ago. In brief: there is no doubt that the Indian Buddhist conquest is only the biggest,
but not the earliest, evidence for the cultural exchange between the two countries. The
question is how we can prove this.
As a part of the effort by which we may try to prove it, my article will show some
linguistic evidence. There are five loan translations in Chinese or Sanskrit which appeared
before the Common Era. I must preface my remarks by telling you that, although I believe
these words are loan translations in Chinese or Sanskrit, I am not totally sure in almost all
cases which is the original and which is the target.

Wumingzhi 1ftt~ 11:1 in Chinese and Aniima in Sanskrit
In Chinese, the five fingers are successively called dazhi *J~ ("bigfinger"), shizhi itm
("eating finger"), zhongzhi 9=tt~ emiddle finger"), wumingzhi ~~t~ ("nameless finger"),
and xiaozhi /J\m (,'little finger"). Among them, the name of wumingzhi is obviously quite
strange. To my knowledge, this has been the only name for the fourth finger in Chinese all
This paper was originally delivered as a lecture at the University of Pennsylvania in the East Asian Colloquium
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along, and it had already appeared in the "Gaozi l!fT tI section of Mengzi iET (The
Doctrine of Mencius, 400-300 BCE): "Now, there is the nameless finger which just
bends but does not extend." (~:ff~~ zt~, Jilirrn/F{$) In his commentary on Mengzi,
Zhao Qi midSt (108-201 CE) says: "The nameless finger is the fourth finger of the hand."
(~~z.t~, ~Z~[9t~lli)

It is very interesting that in ancient India the same finger was also called "nameless
(finger)," ie., anama or aniimikii in Sanskrit, aniimikii in Patio All these are compound
words composed of the negative prefix a-, corresponding to English "un-," and -nama /
-namikii, which means "name." Varnan Shivrarn Apte says in his Practical SanskritEnglish Dictionary: "So called because it has no name like the other fingers. "[3) According to Apte's Dictionary, Monier Monier-Williams' A Sanskrit-English Dictionary[4] and
An English-Sanskrit Dictionary[51, and T. W. Rhys David's Pali-English Dictionaryl61, it
has also been the only name for the fourth finger in Sanskrit and Pali all along, and had
been used in Vedic literature (before the 5th century BCE).
Could it simply be a coincidence that Chinese and Sanskrit both have such an unusual
and specific word? We believe it is the result of the exchange between these two cuhures,
although it is very difficult to judge which is the original language.

Taiba;

-X 13 in Chinese and

.,

,/

Sukra / Sveta in Sanskrit

Both China and India had well-developed astronomy in ancient times. Already very
early there were relatively regular names for the fixed stars of the solar system in Chinese
and in Sanskrit. Before the Qin $ Dynasty, Venus was called mingxing I:lR£ in Chinese
which literally means "dawn star," or qiming ~aJl, "leading to dawn" or "opening light"
which took their meanings from what the people saw just before the daybreak. For
example, in The Classic of Poetry (Shi Jing ~~J[), "0des of Zheng" (Zheng Feng ~JOO.),
"The Good Housewife" (Nil Yue Ji Ming :Y:B~P'~): "'The cocks are crowing,' said the
wife; 'It is (but) the twilight of morning,' said he; 'But rise, my gentelman, and look at the
sky of the night: the dawn star is (still) shining!' (:Y:B~lp/, ±B,*.EL .::f~~J~, 1!Jj~~
ill) Also in the "Minor Festal Odes" (Xiao Ya /J\ft), "The Neglected Eastern States" (Da
Dong jeJfO: "In the east there is the Opener of Light (Lucifer); in the west there is the
Long Continuer (Hesperus)." (Jf[:ff.1i§:BJI, @1f ~~)(7] Later, around the Qin and Western
Han [9~ period, another name for Venus appeared in Chinese literature. That is Taibai
EJ, which literally means "great white." There is an example in Records of the Grand
Historian (Shiji se~), "Chapter on Astronomers" (Tianguan Shu 7('§.): "It comes
out together in the east with Taibai." (~:tBmtfj*1J) We think this is a loan
translation from a certain foreign language which most likely is Sanskrit.
Sanskrit has several names for Venus. Among them Sukra and Sveta also literally mean
"white." For example, the compo\md word sukradanta means "white-toothed," suklakesa
means "white-haired," sukracara "course of the planet Venus," sukrasuta "son of the
planet Venus," svetagiri "white mountain peak," Svetap~pa "a white flower," etc.
According to M. M. Williams' and V.S. Apte's dictionaries, both of them had been used in
Vedic literature, which means they are significantly older in Indian language than Taibai in
Chinese.
II

*-
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Tu ~ in Chinese and Sasin in Sanskrit
In Chinese literature, tu, which literally means rabbit, and yutu .3S.~ "white rabbit" or
"jade rabbit" are often used as synonyms of yue Ji which means moon. For example, Wei
Cong's (.~) "Rhapsody on the Moon Becoming Brighter and the Stars Fewer" (Yue
Ming Xing Xi Fu .FJ I~£f~~): "The shadow of the rabbit sparkles 011 high, the light of
the elms (i.e., stars) is submerged in the mists (of the light of the moon)." (~~~.,
f@JJlt1-im) Xin Qiji's (*ff1*) "Lyric on Mid-Autumn" (Zhongqiu Ci 9='fk·~·it,l): "On
purpose I climb the tower to enjoy the jade rabbit." (~~~.~3S.~) In general opinion,
this usage came from a very specific view in which people considered that there were
rabbits on the moon. This can be traced to the Warring States ~~ period when Qu Yuan
Jlli)Jf{ (339-278 BeE) asked in"Heavenly Questions" (Tian Wen 7(rp~): "Why do rabbits
live in the hinterland of the moon; are there any advantages?" (~5fIJPi1iiJffij.~ftlll)
In his thesis entitled "Indian Literature in China ll (Yindu Wenxue Zai Zhongguo fpJ.t
::t¥:ft: lf1 ~)[ 8], Professor Ji Xianlin ~~* of Peking University thinks that the abovementioned
view must have come from India. One of the words for moon in Sanskrit is
/
Sa1in, which literally means "containing a hare." Its root is fasa. The basic meaning of
is "hare / rabbit," and it also indicates "the markings on the moon which are supposed
to resemble a hare or rabbit. "[9] All of the compound words which contain saSa, such as
saiadhara (literally Ilbearer of hare-marks"), sasabhrt (Ilhare-bearer"), safabindu ("harespotted ll ) , and sasala~afla ("hare-marked"), indicate the moon. These words had been
used in Vedic literature. Here is a later example from the Paricatantra (A Collection of
Ancient Hindu Tales)PO], book 1, 70th stanza:

sma

kauseyafJl krmijafJl suvanJam upalad diirvapi goromataJ:z
pa,ikiit tiimarasafJl faianka udadher indivaraf!l gomayiit /
The translation is:
Silk is produced by worms, gold from the lower press stones, and
durva grass from cow-hair;
Red-colored lotus grows up in mud, rabbit (the moon) from the sea,
and blue-colored lotus from cow-dung.
In our opinion, however, we can only say that either tu or saSin is a loan translation,
not which is the original or the target, because the time of Qu Yuan in China is not so
distant from the late Vedic period in India. Thus, merely on the basis of the time when
they appeared in their O\VJl languages, it is not enough to reach a finn conclusion about the
priority oftu and sasin.

Niucen

If Win Chinese and Go~pada in Sanskrit

Niucen in ancient Chinese literally means the rainwater in a small hole made by a
bovine hoof It is often used to indicate "narrow; small and shallow;" or "very limited (in
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space, knowledge, etc.)" in distinction to the sea or ocean which conveys breadth and
profoundity. For example, Huang Tao's (1lrm, Later Tang ~m- period) "Letter to
Supernumerary Lu" (Qi Lu Yuanwai ~Ji:~~~): "And I am very shallow and detestable
just like the rainwater in a small hole made by a bovine hoof; my ability is very limited and
insignificant just like a swallows flitting. How should I try to do a big job, which is'
useless?" (ffijmlf:::W~~, ~~mt1t:, E ~~, 1~~~{J]) The earliest use of this term
Dynasty) Huainanzi
that we can find in Chinese is from Liu An's (Itl~, Western Han
rlWIr, "Fanlun r8ffif6" section: "In the water of the hole made by a bovine hoof the big
fish can not live." (XtflMffL~, ~fj~~~ff.«fl) Gao You ~~ (Eastern Han *fl Dynasty)
annotated this as follows: "Cen means 'rainwater in the depression made by a bovine hoof'
It indicates that because the water is so little the big fish cannot live in it." (~, m7.Kill,

wm

~tt-MUI=f,

~~/J\-~,

i5i~fj~~jlit~)

This figure of speech certainly must have come from India. There is a word go~pada in
Sanskrit and gopada I gopadaka in Pali which has exactly the same meaning and usage as
niucen in Chinese. Due to the natural conditions oftheir environment, Indian people know
much more about cattle and the sea than do Chinese people. So this figure of speech is
very popular in Indian literature. For example, the Pancatantra, book two, 122nd
stanza:

utsahasaktiyutavikramadhairyarasir
yo vetti gO$padam iviilpataraf]1 samudram I
valmTkasrngasadrsarrz ca sada nagendraf!l
la~mTh svayaf!l tam upayiiti na dfnasattvam II
The translation is:

If one has a lot of strength and capability
in addition to might and wisdom,
who considers the huge ocean as a small and shallow puddle
made by the the foot of cow,
and the King of mountains as a low ant-hill,
the Goddess of fortune and beauty herself will go to him
and not to the low- spirited.

In Buddhist literature such a figure of speech can be found everywhere. The Sutra on
the Unlimited Changes of the Supernatural-Footsteps (Daoshenzu Bianhua Wuji Jing
by An Faqin 1(r!~ (Western Jin T!!flf Dynasty) says: "The
virtue of the followers cannot be compared with Buddha Lokanatha's virtue, just as one
cannot compare a mustard seed with Mount Sumeru, the light of a firefly with the light of
the sun or the mOOll, or the water in a hole made by a bovine hoof with the ocean."
(~1jt~z.~, ~T:;f~~1Z, /FriJ k~)jl.1fz. ttfrr, BYl LJ't8jj ttL~~k; ttz. tt:JQf7,K,
/FriJ~*~)[l1J The Sutra on the Practice of Buddha Compiled by Sanghara~a
(Senqieluo Suoji ling 1~11JQ!.i.JiJf~~~)translated by Sanghabhuti 1~itJoWlm says: "Who will
prefer the water in a hole made by a bovine hoof to the ocean?" (mE~~~*~ffif~tf=
lQE7J<.)[12) According to Ogiwara Unrai's (W(lJj(~*) A Sanskrit-Japanese Dictionary (fl
ll!:fr:p~~{-t~8~~) translated
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~~Jm3tfO*J.jfA),

the Sanskrit equivalent of niujishui If-~7j( is also go~pada[13]. In
comparison with go~pada in Indian literature, the use of niucen occurs much less frequently in Chinese literature. Beside, Pali gopada I gopataka bad already been used in the
Anguttara-Nikiiya which was composed during the third century BCE when the Third
Conference on the Buddhist Canon was he1d[14].

Niuhuang If::.. in Chinese and Gorocanii in Sanskrit
Bezoar, a kind of medicine, is called niuhuang in Chinese and gorocana in Sanskrit.
Let us look at the literal meanings of niuhuang and gorocanii. The former is II COWS
yellow"; the latter is also "cow's yellowll • This indicates that both words surely have some
link with one another because they have the same surface meaning and designate the same
medicinal substance.
The earliest Chinese texts which mention the word niuhuang are Herbal
Pharmacopoeia (Bencao *1ii, about 100 BCE) and History of the Later Han (Houhan
Shu 1~ijt=a:). In Houhan Shu, "The Biography ofYan Du" (fan Du Zhuan N~~), there
is this sentence: "The senior general Liang Ji sends his subordinate to the Capital to deliver
the letter and purchase bezoar." (*~.~Xii~••~*?lIS, fflt4=~) Li Xian ~jl
(Tang Ii! DYnasty) cited a lost Bencao in his notes to this passage: "The bezoar tastes
bitter without poison. The cow which groans when moving has it. II (4=-~,
'*~~., 4=:±LA~$:lf~Z) Therefore, it is quite possible that this word appeared in
Chinese before the Common Era.
The time when gorocana was used in Indian literature was not as early as the other
words, because it is not found in Vedic literature. Buddhist literature tells us how the
Indian monks used bezoar. "At that time, a bhi~u grew a malignant sore on his forehead.
He went to the doctor and asked: 'Worthy, prescribe for me, please.' The doctor
answered: 'Sage, you can apply bezoar around the sore, then you will recover from it.
t

"

(If.f:ff §~j:ff~11l, ffrp~.~:"fi1t J~ft~1J." -If ),~§:"~:lf, ~1ifImJi~4=-~~Z., ~p
'ii~~. II) This

is from the Miilasarvastivada-nikiiya-vinayasamyuktavastu (Genbenshuo
Yiqieyoubu Pinaiye Zashi tlt*~-tJ]:ff$lHtt*l1~.$) translated by Yijing ~{J (Tang
Dynasty) which also says. "The Six Groups of Bhik~s with their garments and beggingbowls entered the city to beg in the early morning. When they saw that the Brahmans put
some bezoar on their foreheads so they could beg a lot of delicious food, the bhik~s said
to one other: 'This is a very good method; we should do like this.' Then they put bezoar
on their foreheads when entering the city for begging." (/\ 11:. ~:fj~ Bf}]7tIf.f, ¥Jt1#~~

Ai;ilz:1t. ~~mr~~tf::.~~tlt YT~Z:*$~~,*. ~~B, ~*"§~§: '~~fjJfJ!, ft~
Hit.' ~.n~1m B ~J.tf::.!.ll~~J.L A±.mZ:~)[15] According to Ogiwara Unrai's dictionary, the
Sanskrit equivalent of niuhuang in Buddhist scripture is gorocana. This is a compoillld
word which consists of go-, meaning "cow" and -rocana meaning "yellow(color)."
Rocana alone also can indicate bezoar, for example, in the Pancatantra, book 1, 70th

stanza:
~!ad agnir

ahelJ pha1}Od api maf}ir gopittato rocana
priikiisyarrz svagu"(lodayena guf}ino gacchanti kifJl janmana II
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The translation is:
Fire is produced from wood, pearl from the hood of a serpent,
and bezoar from cow's gall bladder;
one gains advantages by his own virtues and merit,
what is the use offamily background?
The reader can decide for him/herself which is the original.
I have shown five pairs of words in Chinese and in Sanskrit. Everybody knows Chinese
and Sanskrit are two extremly different languages. On the one hand, the style and habit of
thinking and observing of the peoples who use them are extremely different. On the other
hand, each object that the words represent has varied characteristics which can be used for
word construction. We do not deny the possibility of coincidence, but in the case of the
words in question, the literal meanings of the words in each group are so unique and so
similar that such a possibility is virtually nil, especially when we consider the pattern of
correspondences of the group as a whole. We believe all of them are the result of early
exchange between China and India.
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